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Credibility of simulation studies, validation of
models, and verification of simulation programs have
long attracted the attention of both practitioners and
theoreticians involved in simulation studies. There are
several large-scale system studies such as environmental
systems [29] or nuclear fuel waste management programs
[7], which task the abilities of the traditional modelbased methodologies.
As reported by Roth, Gass, and Lemoine, "The U.S.
Government is the largest sponsor and consumer of
models in the world. Estimates have indicated that over
a half-billion dollars are being spent annually on developing, using, and maintaining computer models in the
Federal Government" [63, p. 214]. Due to this fact,
several symposia have already been organized by the
U.S. National Bureau of Standards to discuss the problems of assessing different types of models. Several
guidelines have already been made public by or for
different agencies of the U.S. Federal Government [23,
24, 47]. However, the assessment of the acceptability of
simulation studies has numerous other facets [52, 56]. A
comprehensive and systematic view of the concepts and
criteria related to the assessment of the acceptability of
simulation studies is presented in this paper.
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with several
simulation techniques and basic software engineering
concepts. Simulation is experimentation with models.
One of its characteristics is that it is extremely versatile.
Hence there are different types of simulation studies
based on the goal of the experimentation, the nature of
the simuland, the nature and characteristics of the
models, the nature and degree of involvement of the
computer, and the type of application area [51]. Simulation can be applied to all three types of system problems, i.e., analysis, synthesis (design), and control (instrumentation) [34]. As a decision-making tool, simulation can be used in all five types of decisions, i.e., the
descriptive, explanative, predictive, evaluative, and prescriptive decisions [61]. Simulation can be used to satisfy
different goals such as product design, performance prediction, action prediction, experimentation with control
strategies, testing theories, gaining insight, and arousing
public interest [18]. Owing to this versatility, different
criteria have to be considered in assessing the acceptability of different types of simulation studies.
A systematic consideration of the concepts and criteria that can be used in assessing the acceptability of
simulation studies can be beneficial in comprehending
the many facets of the problem and in thorough assessment. A relevant framework to systematize computeraided modeling and model processing has recently been
prepared [57].
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II. Partitioning the Problem
The problem of acceptability of a simulation study
can be partitioned into the acceptability of different
components of a simulation study such as simulation
results, data, model, experimentation specification, the
program, and methodologies or techniques used. Most
of these components consist of more than one element:
Data has to be considered as real system or simulated
data. A specific model used in a simulation study consists
basically of a parametric model where the values of the
parameters need not be specified and a particular parameter set which consists of the values of the parameters of
the model. Specification of an experimentation has two
components: experimental frame(s) and simulation
run(s). An experimental frame defines a limited set of
circumstances under which the system (or the model) is
to be observed or subjected to experimentation. It requires specification of the observational variables, input
schedules, initialization, and termination conditions and
collection, compression, and display of data [60]. A
simulation run is the observation of the behavior of a
specific model under an experimental frame. A program
has both representation and execution aspects. Moreover, one has to consider different groups of methodology or technique-oriented issues of modeling, experimentation, simulation, and programming.
The acceptability of different components of a simulation study can be assessed with respect to the goal of
the study, the structure and data of the real system, the
parametric model, the model parameter set, the experimentation specification, and the conceived norms of the
modeling methodology, experimentation technique, simulation methodology, and software engineering.
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Table I depicts the possibilities for the assessment of
the acceptability of the components of a simulation
study. The components are listed in rows and the criteria
to be used for assessing their acceptability are given in
columns. Check marks relate the criteria to the components.
Groups of acceptability problems are discussed in the
following order: acceptability of simulation results, data,
models, experimentation specifications, programs, and
methodologies/techniques used in the study. For every
group a list of the subproblems are given, followed by
definitions of selected terms.

III. Acceptability of Simulation Results
The problems relevant to the acceptability of simulation results are listed in Table II.
The results of a simulation study are evaluated with
respect to the goal of the study. The evaluation of the
recommendations of the simulation study consists of the
Table II. Acceptability of Simulation Results With Respect to the
Goal of the Study.
Acceptability of the study
Credibility of the study
Cost-effectiveness of the study
Timeliness of the recommendations
Comprehensibility of the recommendations
Documentation of the study
Applicability of the recommendations
Scope of the study
Sensitivity of the recommendations
Utility of the study
(Usefulness of the study)
Certification of the simulation study
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acceptability of the study, the applicability of the recommendations, the utility of the study, and the certification of the simulation study. Acceptability involves
credibility, cost-effectiveness, timeliness, and comprehensibility of the study. Watt pointed out yet another
possibility: the vested-interest of the decision-maker, especially in public systems [79]. The term, "...credibility
of the study," implies the credibility of the people a n d /
or institution responsible for the development of the
study. The use of simulation techniques, especially in
large-scale systems, increased the awareness of the necessity for better documentation of simulation studies.
Other authors who have elaborated on the credibility of
simulation results are Elzas [17, 18], Kahne [33], Lee
[38], Mihram et al. [44], and Schruben [72].
Comprehensibility of the recommendations is only
part of a much larger set of problems associated with the
comprehensibility of the goal of the study: the model,
the values of the parameters, the experimental conditions, and the set of questions poseable to a given model.
As pointed out by Tofflfler, "Under conditions of highspeed change a democracy without the ability to anticipate condemns itself to death. But an anticipatory government without effective citizen participation and, indeed, control may be no less lethal. The future must
neither be ignored nor captured by an elite. Only anticipatory democracy can provide a way out of the contradiction in which we find ourselves" [76, p. 104]. Oren
expressed the similar wish that, "Simulation models will
be comprehensible, especially to those who will be affected by the implications of particular models. Comprehensibility is paramount in the rational selection of
models in a participatory democracy" [51, p. 183].
Applicability of the recommendations implies the
scope of the study and the sensitivity of the recommendations. The utility (or usefulness) of the study can be
assessed before or after the implementation of the recommendations depending on the nature of the simulation problem. In an analysis problem, the goal may
simply be to obtain insight into a complicated system.
The simulation study therefore may be useful without
even considering any implementation. However, if it is
a design (synthesis) or control problem, one must implement the results to assess the utility of the recommendations of a simulation study. A list of some of the causes
of failure is given by Annino and Russell [2].
Certification of the simulation study, a concept not
yet in current use, should be done by an agency independent from the developer and the user. Certification
should embrace all the different components of the study.

IV. Acceptability of Data
The problems relevant to the acceptability of data
are listed in Table III.
There are two types of data, i.e., real system data and
simulated data; therefore, the acceptability of data has
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Table I11. Acceptability of Data.
Acceptability of real-system data
Acceptability of real-system data with respect to the goal of the
study
Relevance of real-system data
Existence of qualitative data
Acceptability of real-system data with respect to the norms of
experimentation technique
Assessing the measurement noise
Acceptability o f simulated data
Acceptability of simulated data with respect to the real-system data
collected under similar conditions
Applicability of validation
Model validity
--Replicative validity of a model
--Predictive validity of a model
Acceptability of simulated data with respect to experimentation
specification (without reference to real-system data):
Internal validity of a model

to be discussed as the acceptability of real system data
and the acceptability of simulated data. Acceptability of
real system data can be considered with respect to the
goal of the study or with respect to the norms of experimentation techniques. Only the real world data which is
relevant to the goal of the study has to be taken into
consideration. Variables not readily quantifiable such as
the ones representing human feelings should be treated
carefully. An important problem is distinguishing measurement noise from data representing an unknown
event or an event with a very low probability of occurrence.
The acceptability of simulated data has to be considered with respect to real system data collected under
similar conditions. If the simulated data is acceptable,
then the model used is said to be valid. However, a
model which is valid under certain experimental conditions may not necessarily be valid under different experimental conditions. The literature on model validity
abounds [4, 14, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 35, 40, 41, 42,
43, 44, 47, 62, 64, 65, 66, 67, 69, 70, 71, 73, 74, 75, 80].
Specialized support software for verification/validation
is already in the literature [1] and several model evaluation programs exist [77, 78]. Elzas points out that validation is not always applicable [18, p. 182]. One must
consider different types of systems, i.e., repeatable systems, recurrent systems, and unique systems.
Repeatable systems can be the subjects of controlled experiments
(e.g., chemical reactions, industrial processes, technical objects). Recurrent systems can generally not be experimented with, but at least
present themselves to us with some repetition frequency in their
discernable states (e.g., weather changes, stellar formations, specimen
of a species). Unique systems can be characterized by a state history
that occurs only once (e.g., a climate, the world, evolution). It is clear
that validation is readily feasible for the first class of systems, can be
considered for the second kind o f systems (if enough time and data are
available) and is out of the question for unique systems. So models o f
unique systems can only be speculative, cannot be verified or validated,
but only 'trusted' to some extent if the modeling techniques used have
led to useful results when applied to repeatable or recurrent systems.
The main dilemma in the simulation field today is that we can provide
some reliable information about a growing number o f repeatable and
recurrent systems while the society demands trustworthy predictive
data on the development trends of unique systems (e.g., demography,
energy, politics, etc.) [18, p. 182].
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Validity terminology also abounds. For example, the
terms, face validity, internal validity, multistage validity,
event validity (or time-series validity), historical validity
(replicative validity), and predictive validity are all used
in the literature. A model is replicatively valid if it
generates data which matches historical data collected
from the real system under similar experimental conditions. A model is predictively valid if it generates data
which matches the real system data to be generated at a
later time under similar experimental conditions. A stochastic model is internally valid if the simulated data has
a low variance when replicated with all exogenous inputs
held constant [20, p. 204]. Therefore, one is concerned
with the acceptability of simulated data with respect to
the experimentation specification and without reference
to real system data.

V. Acceptability of Models and Parameters

The problems relevant to the acceptability of models
are listed in Table IV.
Acceptability of a model can be discussed on two
levels: acceptability of a parametric model and acceptability of the values of the parameters of a model. At the
highest level of acceptability one can consider model
certification. Acceptability of a parametric model can be
assessed with respect to the goal of the study, the real
system structure, another model, and with respect to the
modeling formalism.
Acceptability of a model with respect to the goal of
the study is decomposed to relevance, usability, and
comprehensibility of the model, and its acceptability
with respect to its technical system specification. Model
relevance refers to the domain of intended application
and the range of applicability of a model. Model usability
depends on model referability and model modifiability.
Model referability can be enhanced by computerized
model files [60]. A different approach is taken by Dickhoven [16] who uses software interfaces to tie together
different model-oriented programs. In a computerized
model file, component models may be connected to
define large resultant models. Some of the component
models can be modified before specifying the coupling.
Model usability can be tremendously improved if the
computer language used is not one of the traditional
simulation languages. A model should not be cluttered
with the specification of the experimentation. The values
and ranges of the parameters should be specified separately [50, 53]. Some guidelines for model documentation
already exist [48, 49]. Model comprehensibility should
stem from the descriptive power of a model-oriented
language and therefore model documentation should not
depend solely on off-line or on-line commentaries about
models. Computerized model documentation can answer
different queries on the static and dynamic structure of
a model. After a simulation run, more advanced docu183

Table IV. Acceptabilityof Models and Parameters.
Acceptabilityof a model
Model certification
Acceptabilityof a model with respect to the goal of the study
Model relevance
--Domain of intended application
--Range of applicability of a model
Model usability
--Model referability
--Model modifiability
Model comprehensibility
--Model documentation
Acceptability of a model with respect to its technical system
specification
Acceptabilityof a model with respect to the real-systemstructure
Structure identification
Model validity
--Structural validity of a model
Algorithmic analysis of the concordanceof units
Acceptabilityof a model with respect to another model
In model transformation
--Validity of model simplification
--Approximation in model simplification
--Validity of model elaboration
--Approximation in model elaboration
--Validity of renaming descriptivevariables
In model comparison
--Model homomorphism
--Model isomorphism
--Model equivalencing
Acceptabilityof a model with respect to the modeling formalism
Model consistency
(mathematical correctnessof the specificationof a model)
Model robustness
Acceptability of the parameters of a model with respect to the real
system
Model fitting
Model calibration
Model identification

mentation needs can also be satisfied. Traditionally the
result of a simulation study is the time-trajectories of
several descriptive variables of the model, a statistically
compressed form of them, or a figure of merit summarizing how well the model satisfied its goal of existence
in an operating condition. In more advanced simulation
studies where, for example, the model is an adaptive one,
the model configuration may change throughout simulation run. The output of the simulation run may then
include, in addition to the traditional numerical results,
a documentation of the change of the model composition
to display its adaptive behavior [56, p. 45]. Thissen
provides in-depth treatment of the model comprehensibility problem [74, 75].
In a design problem, the technical system specifications are given, permitting assessment of the simulation
model. Acceptability of a model with respect to the real
system structure involves structure identification, structural validity of a model, and algorithmic analysis of the
concordance of the units. Zeigler proposed that structural
validity of a model implies the model is not only replicatively and predictively valid but its internal operation
mimics the operation of the real system [85]. Algorithmic
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analysis of the concordance of units is not yet implemented in simulation languages. It is hoped that it will
become part of the algorithmic consistency check procedures for model-oriented languages [9, 56].
In traditional simulation the sole interest is generation of behavior, so algorithmic model manipulation is
not a common practice. However, as was pointed out
elsewhere, once a mathematical model is specified in a
model-oriented system, the model can be used for several
purposes other than simulation [52, 53, 57, 60, 85]. In
model transformation, validity and approximation of
simplification and elaboration of models can be considered. In model comparison, homomorphism, isomorphism, and several types of equivalencing of models can
be considered.
If a well-defined modeling formalism is used as a
framework for specifying models, then the acceptability
of a model can be assessed with respect to the modeling
formalism used. For example, if a Moore machine formalism is used to specify a finite state machine, then the
modeler has to specify input, state, and output alphabets
as well as the state-transition and output functions. Once
the three alphabets are specified, then one could have,
for example, the following consistency checks: The statetransition matrix should consist of elements of the statealphabet; similarly, the output values specified as part of
the output function should be valid output symbols of
the output alphabet. If several Moore machines are
coupled, then for every pair (M1, M2) of coupled Moore
machines, the following consistency check can be done
algorithmically: If M1 provides inputs to M2, then the
output alphabet of M1 should be a subset of the input
alphabet of M2 [58]. Similarly, formalisms for other types
of mathematical models can be defined where algorithmic consistency checks can be performed to assess
the acceptability of a model with respect to modeling
formalism. For example, GEST language which identifies inputs, states, outputs, constants, parameters, tabular
functions as well as derivatives and output functions for
every component system of a coupled system provides
similar possibilities for the assessment of the acceptability
of models describing systems expressed by ordinary differential equations with or without discontinuities [54,
59, 191.
As pointed out by Hunt, systems which are not
robust, " . . . d o not degrade softly, or take proper default
actions, when unpredictable input occurs. They fail abruptly, leaving stranded and bewildered the bureaucracts
who serve them and the citizens ensnared by t h e m . . .
To make the class of admissible inputs all-encompassing
is a defeat; no system accepts any value as an admissible
input." [32, p. 147]. Unfortunately, owing to the wrong
emphasis of old simulation methodologies, model robustness has not been raised as an issue until recently
[19, 51]. Practically all existing simulation models are
not robust. They do not check admissibility of input
values and therefore are ready to generate meaningless
results should the input be erroneous. Acceptability of
184

the parameters of a model with respect to real systems
include assessment of the fitting, calibration, and identification of models [68, 80, 81].

VI. Acceptability of Experimentation Specifications
The problems relevant to the acceptability of experimentation specifications are listed in Table V.
Experimentation specification consists of the specification of the experimental frames and their application
to specific models. There are three basic groups of problems related to the acceptability of experimentation specification: assessments with respect to the goal of the
study, with respect to a specific model, and with respect
to the norms of experimentation techniques.
Assessment of the experimentation specification with
respect to the goal of the study includes assessing the
relevance of the objective function of the study, determination of the data collection time period, determination of the length of a simulation run, and determination
of the number of simulation runs,
A fundamental question is the selection of proper
metric. ~ In Platformfor Change, Beer elucidates the fact
that, "The metric of money is too useful to abandon but
it ought to be viewed essentially as the metric of constraint." [5]. This concept is especially important for
large human systems [55].
At least two distinct types of performance measure
and figure of merit of systems have to be distinguished.
In one group, the computation necessitates a given scenario which is the case of a simulation run. In another
group of performance measure computation, a set of, if
not all, possible operating conditions have to be taken
into consideration.
Determination of the number of simulation runs
depends on the nature of the utilization of simulation as
a decision-making technique. In simulation studies with
discrete models, simulation is normally not considered
to be part of an optimization scheme. Only a few alterTable V. Acceptability of Experimentation Specifications.
Acceptability of experimentation specification with respect to the goal
of the study
Relevance of the objective function of the study
Measure of performance
Figure of merit
Determination of the data collection time period
to study transient behavior
to study steady-state behavior
Determination of the run length
Determination of number of simulation runs
Acceptability of experimentation specification with respect to a specific
model
Applicability of an experimental frame to a model
Comparison of experimental frames
Acceptability of experimentation specification with respect to the
norms of experimentation techniques
Evaluation of experimental design
Some references on performance measures are [3, 83].
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native situations are simulated and hence, the number of
simulation runs is known in advance. The number of
simulation runs is selected based on the analysis of the
statistical design of experiments or as is the common
practice, the number of scenarios to be evaluated. In
simulation studies with continuous models, simulation
can be used as part of an optimization scheme. In this
case, at every simulation run, the behavior of the system
under investigation is generated and an overall optimization algorithm may change the values of some of the
parameters. The total number of simulation runs may
even be unknown at the beginning of the simulation
study.
Acceptability of experimentation specification with
respect to a specific model involves assessment of the
applicability of an experimental frame to a model and
comparison of experimental frames. The first concept,
i.e., applicability of an experimental frame to a model,
is a systematic way of assessing whether or not a given
question can be posed meaningfully to a specific model
under well-defined experimental constraints [86, 60].
Algorithmic comparisons of experimental frames, to
determine whether or not a frame is contained in another
one, can save a simulation run if the results of the run
with larger scope are available in a file. If a specific
experimental design technique is used in a simulation
study, whether or not the design is consistent with respect
to the experimentation techniques, it can and should be
evaluated. Some authors who have elaborated on the
application of statistical techniques to simulation studies
are Kleijnen [36, 37] and Mihram [41].

VII. Acceptability of Programs
The problems relevant to the acceptability of simulation programs are listed in Table VI(A), VI(B), VI(C),
and VI(D).
A simulation program can be assessed with respect
to two groups of criteria, i.e., the simulation study and
the norms of software engineering. Assessing a program
with respect to a simulation study consists of checking
whether or not the program represents correctly and
robustly the simulation model and the simulation experimentation. Software engineering techniques on software
testing and validation can and should be applied for the
assessment of simulation programs. The possible assessments are referability, reliability, and efficiency of programs.
Program referability has several dimensions such as
modularity, comprehensibility, modifiability, and transportability of programs. Program modularity should be
assessed under two major headings, i.e., modularity of
user programs and modularity of model-oriented utility
libraries. If the criteria listed under acceptability of program with respect to the simulation study are met, then
the simulation program will already hax;e well-defined
modules to be assessed separately.
185

As can be seen in Table VI(B), in a model-oriented
software system, several groups of software modules can
exist as part of a library of programs. They can be
considered under different headings: (1) Tutorial modules for the specifications of models and experimentations, (2) Modules to handle files of models and data, (3)
Modules for algorithmic manipulation of models and
experimentation specification, and (4) Simulation runtime library modules for structure-specification, generation, collection, compression, and display of data as well
as for time advance and integration of continuous,
piecewise continuous (or discontinuous), and stiff, differential equations.
Program comprehensibilityshould not depend on explicit commentary lines inserted but on the expressive
power of a model-oriented language. Along this line,
Nance promoted the idea of SMSDL (Simulation Model
Specification and Documentation Language) [47]. The
GEST (General System Theory Implementor) language,
specified by Oren, serves a similar purpose [19, 54, 59].
Program modifiability can best be achieved if a
model-oriented language allows the analyst to specify
model and experimentation segments separately along
the framework summarized in Table VI(B). The "simulation program" should then be generated with the assistance of the computerfl
Program transportabilityhas two aspects, depending
on whether or not the program is required to run on
similar or different types of machines. In the first case,
idiosyncrasies (such as different word lengths) of basically similar machines or the compilers may cause different results from the same program run on different
machines. If the program is not transportable, it will not
run on a similar machine. In the second case, as advocated by Elzas, a given simulation program should run
on such different types of machines as digital or hybrid
computers.
Table VI(A). Acceptability of Programs.
Acceptability of program with respect to the simulation study
Specification of a specific model
Parametric model
Component models
Descriptive variables
--Input, state, output
--Constant, parameter, auxiliary variable
Functions
--State tran.stion, output
Coupling of component models
Set of values of model parameters
Specification of the experimentation
experimental frame
simulation run
simulation study
Acceptability of program with respect to the norms of software engineering
Program referability [see Table VI(B)]
Program reliability [see Table VI(C)]
Program efficiency [see Table VI(D)]
2 A reference for program modifiability is Belady and Leavenworth
[6].
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Table VI(B). Program Referability.

Table VI(C). Program Reliability.

Program referability
Program modularity
Modularity of user program
Specific model
Parametric model
Component models
Descriptive variables
--Input, state, output
--Constant, parameter auxiliary variable
Functions
--State transition, output
Input/output relationship (coupling) of component models
Set of values of model parameters
Specification of the experimentation
Experimental frame
Observational variables
Input schedules (forcing functions)
Initialization
Termination conditions
Data collection/compression
Simulation run--figure of merit
Simulation study--overall figure of merit
Modularity of model-oriented utility library
Tutorial modules
for model specification
for experimentation specification
Modules to handle files
of models
of data--real-system data
--simulated data
Modules for algorithmic manipulation of
models--for consistency checks
--for comparisons
--for computerized documentation
experimentation specification
Simulation run-time library for
Special data-structures
sets, queues
data generation
special variable type
--declared random variables
input generators
data collection
data compression--statistical
--analytical
data display
time advance--event scheduling
integration
Program comprehensibility
Program documentation
Program modifiability
Program transportability
Same type of machine (different installations)
Different type of machine (i.e., digital or hybrid computer)

Program reliability
Program correctness
For already existing programs
Detection (and elimination) of errors
(program verification)
--Program testing
--Program debugging
Proving lack of errors
Program analysis
--Static analysis
--Dynamic analysis
Program proving
--Inductive program proof
--Proof utilizing system specification morphism
For program generation
(Techniques to realize correct programs)
Program generators from specifications
Increased use of well-tested (or proved) library routines
Program robustness
Defensive programming techniques
--Static checks
--Dynamic checks
Program certification

Program reliability is an important research area in
software engineering [39, 45, 46, 84]. Some specific algorithms for simulation software have already been reported in the literature [9, 10, 11]. The results of most of
these studies can and should be used to increase the
reliability of simulation programs.
The assessment of the reliability of a program has
three components, i.e., assessing its correctness, assessing
its robustness and certifying its reliability. Program correctness techniques can be applied either for already
existing programs or for program generation. In the case
186

of already existing programs, there are two groups of
assessments: detecting and eliminating errors (i.e., program verification) and proving lack of errors. Program
verification is divided further into program testing and
program debugging. Proving lack of errors is currently
more challenging and consists of program analysis and
program proving. A majority of program analysis techniques (static or dynamic) are already well-known from
compiling techniques and optimization techniques applied to language processors [15, 31 ]. Program proving is
the more challenging problem. There are already special
Table VI(D). Program Efficiency.
Program efficiency
with respect to time:
Specification time
--model
--experimentation
Programming time
Compilation time
Execution time
File manipulation time
Simulation specification
--Model files
--Experimental frames
Data
--Real-system data
--Simulated data
Program modification
Simulation documentation time
Problem solution time
with respect to memory:
For compilation
For execution
For file manipulation
Simulation specification
--Model files
--Experimental frames
Data
--Real-system data
--Simulated data
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proofs developed for simulation software such as the
p r o o f utilizing system specification m o r p h i s m given by
Cutler [12, 13].
Specification o f simulation studies should be based
on a well-structured framework as elaborated in the
section on p r o g r a m modularity. The next generation o f
simulation software, based on advanced modeling and
experimentation concepts, [60] will be generated using
p r o g r a m synthesizers. In this way, several algorithms can
be used to ensure correctness o f specifications o f different
modules and the generated program. Since run-time
simulation library routines are widely used in simulation
studies, it is highly desirable to establish certification
procedures for such routines.
Robustness o f a p r o g r a m ensures erroneous data is
not accepted that m a y generate meaningless results.
Program efficiency is an important factor although it
should be stressed that p r o g r a m reliability is m u c h more
important. P r o g r a m efficiency can be considered under
two major categories: efficiency with respect to time and
with respect to memory. W h e n considered with respect
to time, p r o g r a m efficiency encompasses the following
types o f time considerations: time for specification
(model and experimentation), programming, compilation, execution, file manipulation, p r o g r a m modification,
simulation documentation, and problem solution. With
respect to memory, p r o g r a m efficiency must be evaluated
for compilation, execution, and file manipulation.

VIII. Acceptability of Methodologies/Techniques Used
T h e problems relevant to the assessment o f the acceptability o f methodologies or techniques used in a
simulation study are listed in Table VII.
In a simulation study, there are four technique or
m e t h o d o l o g y groups: modeling, experimentation, simulation, and programming. Therefore, there are basically
four groups o f assessment problems.
Assessing the acceptability o f the used experimentation technique with respect to the norms o f experimentation techniques is different than assessing acceptability
o f a particular experimentation specification with respect
to the specific experimentation technique adopted. In the
first case, one has to evaluate the rationale o f selecting a
particular experimentation technique. In the second case,
one has to evaluate whether or not the selected experimentation technique is used correctly.
In a simulation study, not only does coding o f the
simulation technique have to be done accurately, but a
correct simulation technique has to be used to start with.
Some o f the possible problem areas are time advance,
r a n d o m variables, interpolation, and integration.
As far as time advance is concerned, in stochastic
system simulation the time increment should be chosen
carefully or the stochastic model m a y not hold. For
example, if the time increment chosen is too large, information m a y disappear and assumptions m a y no longer
be valid [20, p. 42].
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Table VII. Acceptability of Methodologies/Techniques Used.
Acceptability of modeling methodology used
With respect to the norms of modeling methodology
suitability of modeling methodology
--to represent piecewise continuous models
(discontinuous models)
--to represent adaptive systems where the structure of the
system is time-varying
With respect to the norms of software engineering
--use of computerized model files
--computer-assisted modeling
--computerized consistency checks
Acceptability of experimentation technique used
With respect to the norms of experimentation techniques
Acceptability of simulation techniques used
With respect to the norms of simulation methodology
--Time advance
Choosing appropriate time increment for stochastic system
simulation
--Random variables
Adequacy of the random variable generators
--Interpolation
Appropriate interpolation technique for continuous or discontinuous tabular functions
--Integration
Selection of proper integration method
--Automated selection of integration algorithm
--To handle discontinuities
Jump discontinuity
Derivative discontinuity
--To handle stiff system
--To handle real-time simulation
Correct use of the selected integration method
--Proper selection of error criteria
--Proper selection of stability criteria
--Proper application of backcasting (backward integration,
or retrodiction)
Acceptability of programming technique used
With respect to the norms of software engineering
--Selection of appropriate language
--Programming
Systematic program construction
--By programmer
--By program synthesizer
(program generator)
T h e stability criteria must also be selected properly
[l 1] for integration. Backcasting (backward integration)
was once believed to be a useful validation test [82] but
Britting has shown that it can not be used for testing the
validity o f systems having negative feedback. Furthermore Britting states that,
"Retrodictive tests draw conclusions from the model's behavior outside
of its design range. The model builder is under no obligation to ensure
reasonable behavior outside of the model's time span. As models are
constructed to encompass longer time spans, the structure must generally be modified to account for the changing relationships between
the variables and parameters as the system evolves with time. Thus it
is clear that retrodictive testing cannot be a meaningful procedure for
assessing the validity of models." [8, p. 148].

IX. Conclusion
Computerized simulation studies have m a n y aspects.
The acceptability and hence, the i m p r o v e m e n t possibilities o f a simulation study depend on various factors.
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The existing trend of application of computerized simulation studies to large and complex systems which task
the abilities of analytical decision-making techniques
necessitates the development of an assessment methodology. Basic concepts and criteria useful for such an
assessment methodology were presented in a systematic
way.
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